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[From the N.Y. Journal of Commerce.]
the Thermometer^ immBdia^lY^longside the ordinary nature detained him for twA^oi
UNEQUALLED BALLOON EXCU> Barometer. Soon after j^a^sjng the Scioto three years in this country ; at last* he was
River I entered another currerfrof air, which suddenly taken sick and died.
SION.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
On the afternoon of Wednesday, the 8th carried me due East, and immediately over
JAMES K. REMICH.
He left six children, who settled in differ
ult. Mr. Clayton a volunteer aeronaut in the Concord. Soon after I passed into another ent parts of Maine and New Hampshire,
Office on the Main-Street,--opposite tbeMeeling- House.
current,
which
carried
me
East
North
East,
West, made an ascent from Cincinnati, and
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
from whom originated, nearly all in this part
was observed to pass off in a South Easterly and brought me at 11 o’clock, nearly up to
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.—
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which
direction. Nothing more was seen or heard Gallipolis, a little below which 1 crossed the of America who’bear the name of Mar«
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year.—No
of him for a number of days, and great anxie Ohio River. On passing into a new current The heirs have lately taken measures to re
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub
ty was felt for His safety. At length on the of air, the Balloon is slightly agitated, at cover the immense property left by the
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
17th, (nine days after his departure,) he re which time I would always be particular in Earl of Mar in England, and have sent an
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for
turned to Cincinnati, having made the most ascertaining its direction. Soon after cross agent to Newcastle upon Tyne, for this pur
any error in any advertisement beyond the amount
charged for its insertion.
extraordinary seronaut excursion on record. ing the Ohio the Balloon was again agitated, pose. The property is said to amount to
He did not indeed asfeend so high as a num and I found that I had passed from the East the enormous sum of sixty or eighty millions
MISCELLANEOUS.
ber have done before him : but the distance North East current, into another, which car of dollars.
he sailed, is beyond all precedent; being not ried me South East, and soon brought me
[We understand that several of the de
theInottingham.
less than 350 mile$. All this was accom over the Kanawha River, and from the rapid
ity
the
terrestrial
objects
appeared
to
move,
scendants
of the Earl of Mar reside in this
The Nottingham galley of London, of
plished in
hours, which is* at the rate of
120 tons burthen, ten guns, and 14 men,
nearly 37 miles an hour—The-greatest height 1 found my rate of travelling had increased. neighborhood, one if no more, in this town.
to which he amended was about 2^ miles. At half after twelve I passed over Charles Capt. Caleb Spinney, of Kittery, Me. and
John Dean commander, with a cargo of cor
The* annexedwdescri[ition of the voyage was town, and in a few minutes 1 was carried his sister, widow Mary James, now in the .
dage, butter, and cheese, sailed from Ire
communicated
by.Mw. Claytonijo. the<Cinciia- over the Furnace of the Kanawha Salt Works. 93d year of her age, are-great-grand-chil
land for Boston Sept. 25, 1710. Meeting
I contjpued this course until I was’in sight of
nati
Gazette
:
dren of the Earl and of course entitled to a
with contrary winds and bad weather, it
At five o’clock took my departure from the the fork formed by Gauly and New Riv'ers.
While in sight of New River, I approached large portion of this claim.)
was not till December, that they first made
Amphitheatre, which was pretty well filled
Ed. of Portsmouth Gazette.
land to the eastward of Piscataqua. Pro
with spectators, the beauty and fashion of the the earth ; my ballast was nearly exhausted,
ceeding southward, in a hard gale at north
city, and ascended with celerity into the at and as the place over which I was floating
[From the Portland Advertiser.]
mosphere, amidst the cheering sounds of mu appeared to be an open country, I prepared
east, with rain, hail, and snow, between 8
THE MAR CLAIM.
sic, and the acclamations of my friends. In for a descent. I threw overboard my Anchor
and 9 o’clock in the evening of Dec. 11th
which, after dragging for a little distance,
The
account
of the Mar family, given in
a
few
moments
I
had
a
full
view
of
Cincin

breakers were seen ahead. The helm was
nati, of Newport, and Covington, and of the caught firmly hold of a tree ; but on coming the Limington Recorder, in connexion with
ordered to be put hard to starboard, but be
close
to
the
tops
I
found,
to
my
surprise,
that
thousands of spectators that surrounded the
what is called the 44 Mar Claim,” partakes
fore the ship could wear she struck upon the
amphitheatre, and covered every point which instead of a fine open country, 1 was in a dense a little too much of the romantic to be enti
east end of Boon Island, about 8 miles from
afforded a favorable opportunity of seeing the forest on a considerable elevation. The wind tled to full credit, without some evidence of
York on the coast of Maine. The captain
ascension. I soon arrived at a sufficient alti was blowing powerfully, and finding it im
called all hands down to the cabin, where
tude to give the spectators a good view of possible to break the hold of the anchor, the its truth. Never having heard the tradi
the descent of my parachute, containing a only way of liberating myself from this situa tion, although somewhat conversant with
they earnestly supplicated the mercy of
dog of about 20 pounds weight.—The para tion was to cut away the cable. This I did, the antiquities of York County, I am solici
God ; he then ordered all on deck to cut
chute, on being liberated from the Car, de and in a short time ascended to an altitude as tous of further information on the subject, be
the masts by the board, but several were so
scended
with great velocity for a considerable great as I had previously attained. The cold fore I dip into speculations in the “stock.”
overwhelmed by terror of conscience and
distance before it spread open. When it o- was intense, but I could not ascertain the The writer dates the residence of the son of
the just dread of death, that they were utter
pened, its descent was more slow, and as I height of th® thermometer ;1 have no doubt the Earl of Mar at Kittery, in the year 1719,
ly incapable of any exertion. It was so
watched its course downwards, I thought for it was nearly as low as zero. 1 had now lost and says he left a family of six sons, from
dark, that the rock could not be seen, and
some time it was falling in the Canal, but at sight of the water courses, and could see no
last saw it pass a little on the side ; and I lights in any direction. I laid myself down whom nearly all of the name of Mar in New
there was reason therefore to fear immedi
have no doubt it arrived safe upon terra fir- in the bottom of the Car, buttoned-my coat England are descended. Now it occurs to
ate destruction, as the sea was running high
ma. As I ascended the scene became more tightly around me, put on my gloves, covered me that there may be some error in this
and the ship laboring excessively.
Some
extended
and diversified, but every object myself with two blankets, which I had taken statement, inasmuch as one Walter Mar
men went out on the bowsprit, and thinking
more diminutive. The spectators shrank to as wrappers for the Balloon, drank some bran resided at Saco, fin the same county,) as
they saw the shore, plunged into the sea and
Lilliputians, and the horses and carriages on dy, felt comfortable and highly delighted with early as 1654, and had a family of nine
got to land. The ship at this time parted
the roads were like the toys of children. The my novel trip, and in this situation fell fast children, whose names are recorded in a fair,
and the stern sunk under the water, so that
hills around the city which form the bounda asleep. I was awakened, at last, by my car
the captain and men were obliged to rush
ry of one’s view when below, sank into the striking. I immediately sprang on my feet, legible hand in the old Saco Records. The
earth, and became on a level with the plain ; and in another moment the Car was dragging j following extract may not be amiss in this
forward upon the foremast, and throwing
over the tops of the trees. I saw before me a
themselves off, they all escaped, although THE THREE JOLLY HUSBANDS. and far beyond them, amidst the vast woods, river and I thought some buildings ; they ap connexion :—44 The house of Walter Mayer,
i Mare, or Mar, (as the name is variously
I
could
distinguish
numerous
towns
and
cul

with the greatest difficulty. It being low
BY DR GREENE.
tivated spots. The whole appeared like an peared but a little distance from me ; but I written,) is spoken of in a town grant of
tide, they were obliged to clamber over the
afterwards
found
they
were
about
four
miles
extensive map spread at my feet, with every
alippery rocks, from which they were wash Three Jolly Husbands, out in the country, street and alley, and building, and every im off. I attempted to stop my Balloon by cling 1656. The births of his children, from
by
the
names
of
Tim
Watson,
Joe
Brown,
1654 to 1674, are carefully registered.
ed by every surge. At last, through the
provement plainly marked upon it.—Through ing to the branches of the trees. Several of
great mercy of Providence, they all met at and Bill Walker, set late one evening the centre the Ohio passed, and wound its them broke; but at last I caught hold of a Their names were Judith, Mary, Walter,
10 o’clock upon the top of the rock, and drinking at a village tavern, until being serpentine course in each direction, until lost strong bough ; and by clinging with all my Sarah, Rebecca, Ruth, Elizabeth, Benjamin,
strength with one hand, and pulling the Valve
returned thanks to God for their deliverance pretty well corned, they agreed that each in the mist which surrounded the scene, and rope with the other, ! was enabled in a short and Love. Walter Mar was one of the
one,
on
returning
home
should
do
the
first
Selectmen in 1683.” Hist. Saco, p. 183.
for
a
number
of
miles
I
could
trace
the
river
from so great danger. The rock, 100 yards
time to draw my Car down the tree several
During what is called Philip’s War, (com
long and 50 broad, afforded no shelter from thing his wife told him, in default of which Licking, the zig-zag course of the Miami Ca feet, and to secure it by means of a rope. Af
he should the next morning pay the bill. nal, and the turnpike and different roads ter being confident that I had secured my mencing in the year 1675,) Walter resided
the snow and rain.
branching from the city. At starting the Ba
Dec. 12th some pieces of plank and tim Then they separated for the night engaging rometer stood at 29 3-10 inches, and Ther balloon, I looked at my watch and found it to at Salem, Mass., to which place he removed
to
meet
again
the
next
morning
and
give
an
with sundry other inhabitants of Saco, to aber came ashore, but nothing eatable, ex
mometer at 72 degrees. The wind carried be half after 2 o’clock. At this time of the
| morning I thought it would be useless to go void the fury of the Indians. In the Salem
cepting a little cheese. All attempts to get honest account of their proceedings at home, me E. S. E. in the direction of Batavia.
At a quarter after 5, the Barometer stood at in search of any assistance. I therefore re Records his name is written Mare. At
a fire were vain. At night they covered so far as they related to the payment of the
19 inches, and Thermometer 26 degrees. I mained in the Car, 40 feet at least from the the close of the war, Walter returned to
themselves with canvas. Dec. 13th the bill.
The next morning, Walker and Brown jiegan to feel cold and put on my great coat. ground, until day br^ak, and then descended Saco. Mare Point, in Brunswick, is men
weather clearing, the land was seen. At
explore the« wilderness in which I had tioned by Cotton Mather, as the scene of a
were
early at their posts ; but it was some At this time I heard the report of a Cannon, to
noon the cook died. It was now resolved
landed.
• • *
and
could
hear
at
this
height
the
noise
of
cat

I could discover no trace of human foot treaty with the Indians, as early as 1698,
to build a tent and a boat. The tent was time before Watson made his appearance. tle and the Woodman’s axe. About this time
and the name is unquestionably derived from
just large enough to hold them, closely stow Walker began first.
I passed over the Little Miami River, kept the steps, no mark of change produced by man.
44 You see, when I entered my house the Ohio River a little to my right, and after de Numerous large trees had been levelled to some one of the family who resided there.
ed ; but they suffered extremely from the
cold, their hands and feet being frozen and candle was out, and as the fire gave but a scending a little 1 had a fine view of the the ground, but there was no mark of the It is altogether probable, therefore, that
woodman’s axe upon them ; they had evi
almost useless. Dec. 18th they saw three glimmering light, I came near walking acci towns and cultivated spots on each side of me. dently been uprooted by the hurricane. Per WALTER MAR has some claim to be con
sidered the founder of this ancient family.
A little before six I passed over Batavia,
boats about five leagues from them but all dentally into a pot of batter that the pan
ceiving that I was on a mountain, and that
There is a well known tradition in the
the signals they could make were ineffectu cakes were to be made of this morning. My and continued to travel in an East South there was another point still higher, I ascend
East direction. My altitude at this time, as
al. Dec. 2lst, the boat, being made of wife was dreadfully out of humour at sitting indicated by the Barometer, was 2i miles. ed to the top of it, and could perceive in the County of York, that the Edgecombs are of
planks and canvas and oakum, with the up so long and said to mt, sarcastically/ Do I again felt a little cold ; the Thermometer valley, and in the direction that I had seen noble descent, and one of them is said to
blade of a cutlass made into a saw, and put your foot in the batter P—‘Just as you stood at 23 deg. I sat myself down in the the river the previous evening, a cultivated have visited his relatives in England early
in the last century. There may be some
their other tools being their knives and a say Maggy, ’ said 1, and thereon, without car and took some refreshment. I was now spot. After travelling alongside of a beauti
ful
spring
rivulet
for
about
3
miles,
I
found
foundation
for this statement. Sir Rrchard
the
least
hesitation
1
set
my
foot
in
the
pot
moving delightfully through the air ; the little
hammer, was launched, but the swell of the
spot, but had to follow a track of 2 miles Edgecomb was a grantee of lands in Maine
agitation the Balloon received on starting had this
«ea immediately upset her and she went to of batter, and then—went to bed.”
further to get assistance. We conveyed the two centuries ago and their claim was ur
pieces, and two men narrowly escaped
Next Joe Brown told his story. a My now ceased ; there was not the least rotary or balloon to the bouse of Mr Joseph Graham,
oscillatory motion perceptible ; not a single
ged by several of the family about the year
drowning. They had reason to be thank wife had already retired to rest in our usual ripple in the silk of the Balloon to be seen, a respectable and intelligent farmer, with
ful for this disappointment, for as the wind sleeping room, which adjoins the kitchen, and all was perfect silence. I could have whom I remained three days before I could 1719- It was then one of them is said to
soon rose, if they had gone to sea in their and the door of which was ajar, not being almost imagined that I was an inhabitant of■ get a conveyance to return. During my stay have visited England. The present Lord
Edgecomb, of the English peerage, is a lin
boat they would probably have been lost.
able to navigate perfectly well you know, I a little world of my own, fixed in the immen at Mr. Graham’s 1 was visited by great num
eal
descendant of Sir Richard, since whose
bers
of
people
from
the
surrounding
country.
The misery of these poor ship-wrecked made a dreadful clattering among the house sity of space, and could view at my feet, the
The spot on which I landed, is the top of
men was now extreme, as they had no fire, hold furniture ; and my wife in no very earth in motion, revolving on its axis. I felt the mountain, 3000 feet (as indicated by the day the family has been ennobled. Per
haps the history of this family has been con
and no food excepting rock-weed and a few pleasing tone bawled out,4 Do break the no unpleasant sensation, no difficulty in Barometer) above the level of the sea, and is
founded with that of the Mars.
breathing,
no
pain
nor
swelling
in
my
head,
muscles, difficult to be procured. They porridge pot Joe P No sooner said than
as has been said by some AEronauts, to be called Stevenson’s Knob, or Stinson’s Knob,
Quere. Which is right—Mars HiB,or
feared too, that the spring-tide, with high done. I siezed hold of the bail of the pot, experienced at great altitudes ; but I have no near Keeney’s Knob, Monroe county, Vir
Mar’« Hill ? If the latter, the descendants
ginia,
about
four
miles
from
Green
Bier
Riv

winds, would wash them off from the rock. and striking it against the chimney jam, doubt, that at the altitude of 3i or 4 miles,
of the Earl of Mar may have some claim to
Many of them also, i n the prospect of cer broke it in a hundred pieces. After this owing to the rarity of the atmosphere, a diffi er, 13 miles from Union, 20 miles from Louis
the eminence so called, on our eastern boun
burg,
within
sight
of
the
Alleghany
moun
tain death, experienced the terrors and hor exploit, I retired to rest and got a curtain culty in breathing, and a swelling in the head
tains,
and
at
a
distance
from
Cincinnati,
ac

dary.
HISTORICUS.
are experienced.
rors of an awakened conscience, and dread lecture all night for my pains?’
At the altitude of 24 miles, the scenery is cording to the route 1 travelled in the balloon,
ed to appear before God to answer for their
It was now Tim Watson’s turn to give an
A writer in the Portland Advertiser
of 350 miles, but according to the usual meth
sins. At this time a kind Providence sent account of himself : which he did, with a not so beautiful as it is when about half a od of travelling, more than 400 miles, which thinks we were in an error in stating that
mile
from
the
earth
;
for
the
objects
appear
them a sea-gull, which afforded a mouthful very Ipng face, as follows :—My wife gave concealed in mist, and have a monotonous ap distance I travelled in 9 £ hours.
nearly all who bqar the name of Mar in this
This voyage I believe has fulfilled the section of the country, originated from the
to each, and was thankfully eaten raw. As me the most unlucky command in the world, pearance. At 25 minutes after six, I bad a
promises
I
made
in
my
advertisement,
and
is
the last method of relief a raft was construct- for as I was blundering up stairs in the dark, fine view of the setting Sun ; 30 minutes after
late John Mar, of Kittery—He speaks of
ted and two men attempted to gain the coast, she cried out, 4 Do break your ratten neck, six I passed over Williamsburg; about 7 the longest voyage, by far, ever performed by Walter Mar of Saco, whose name on the
but they were both lost. In the extremity do Tim P—1 I’ll be c—s—d if I do Kate, o’clock over Georgetown ; and although I any person in a Balloon.
old records of that town is spelt Mayer,,
of hunger a part of a green hide, fastened to said I, as I gathered myself up, I’ll sooner was several miles distant from the Ohio river,
and Mare, and lastly Mar. The Town •
T
he
M
ar
C
laim
.
—
Our
readers
in
this
»the main yard, was eaten for food ; and the pay the bill.’ And so landlord here’s the it appeared but very little to the right of me,
made a grant to him in 1656, but no defi
carpenter dying at the end of December, cash for you. This is the last time I’ll ever and I could distinctly see Augusta and Mays vicinity have lately heard considerable fl nite way of spelling his name was at that
bout
the
Mar
Claim,
and
there
is
a
Mar
ville,
and
the
towns
and
farms
alongside
of
4he sufferers were reduced to such a deplora risk five dollars to the command of my
the river. A little before 8 o’clock I passed stock in the market, in which it is said con time established. It is not so with the de
ble situation, that they were constrained to wife.”
over West Union. The wind now changed siderable speculations have been made. scendants of the earl of Mar. Ever since
-eat the dead body for food. Some refusfed
a little to the South, about one point, making The following account of the origin and na the days of Sir William Wallace, when
at first, but hunger soon overcame their
Scene in a School Room.—a What stud S. E. by East. About 9 o’clock I passed a
blind Harrie the Scotch xMinstrel wrote an
scruples. At length they were taken off by ies do you intend to pursue ?” said an erud little to the left of Portsmouth ; could see ture of this claim, is given in the Limington account of Wallace and Bruce, this name
Recorder,
and
probably
comes
from
a
gen

captains Long and Purver in a shallop. So ite pedagogue one day, as a Jonny Raw en plainly the Scioto river and the canal. I was
has been spelt Mar. We would refer Hisravenous was their appetite, that had they tered his school-room.—44 Why I shall enabled to see the different places over which tleman at that place who has paid some at toricus” to Hume’s History of England,
tention
to
the
investigation
of
the
subject.
I
passed
by
the
light
of
the
Moon,,
and
by
the
(not been prevented, they would have killed study read, I ’spose, would’nt ye ?” 44 Yes.
Walter Scott’s Tales of a Grandfather and
and lights in the houses. These
Portland Advertiser.
themselves by eating. Most of them suffer but you will not want to read all the time ; lamps
for pastime to the Scottish Chiefs. It would
lights, which were numerous and which I
ed injury in their limbs in consequence of are you acquainted with figures ?” 14 It’s a could see in every direction in which I turn
The Earl of Mar.—This nobleman who be passing strange if the name of- Edge
the cold.
pity if I an’t, when I’ve cyphered clean ed my eye, formed a field of fiery stars at my commanded the army of the Pretender in comb had been confounded with that of
through adoption.” il Adoption 1 what feet, and contrasted finely with the brilliant the Scottish rebellion of 1719, is said to Mar. We find nothing in what 44 Histori•The warm touch of a Beautiful Hand. rule is that ?” said the master. 44 Why, it’s stars that shone in the cloudless hemisphere have left a son and a daughter at Newcastle cus” has said to contradict our account of
b
upon Tyne, when he and the unfortunate the son of the Earl of Mar.
We make the following extract from a the double rule of two ; you know that above me.
A little beyond Portsmouth I had a fine
P. S. Mars hill was named after the
new American novel entitled 44 Zoe, or the twice two is four, and according to adoption, view of the Iron Forges and Furnaces, whose Prince made their escape into France. Soon
Sicilian Saydy.” Those who have ever had twice four is two.” 44 You may take your fire illuminated the atmosphere for a number after, the son, quite a boy, came to Ameri God of Wars.— Limington Rec.
the good, or as our old bachelor friends seat, sir,’ said the master ;44 you may take of miles. I could not by the light ot the ca and landed at Portsmouth, N. H. where
New Material for Coffins.—Some weeks
would say, the bad fortune to be in love, yourn, too,” said the pupil 44 for it’s a poor moon, make any Thermometrical observa he lived a short time and finally married in
rule that wont work both ways.”—Ded. Adv. tions, the quicksilver in the tube being so Kittery, in this county. After the British since, we published an account of a ndw spe
will acknowledge its beauty and its truth.
small I aould not see its height; but the Government granted a pardon to the Earl, cies of cement, invented by a Mr. O. Parker,
K There is scarcely in the whole scope of
Education in New Jersey.—It appears by quicksilver in the Barometer being of greater with permission for him to return to his es of Troy. It appears-that Mr. Parker has
ouir enjoyment—it is a bold, bold assertion,
1 could plainly see it move up and tate at Newcastle, he sent for his son, who turned bis curious cement to a use which but
but oh now true !—a sensation more delight- the report of a committee appointed at a pub volume,
lic luccuug
meeting ui
of the
friends ui
of euucaiion
education m
in io«io.
1828, down ; and although I could not see the fig went to England and had an interview with few could have anticipated—the making of
j> 1
.L * • •
r
1
.
L e Jiu
me ineuuH
fol than that ansing from the warm touch of that out of a population of about 300,000^ ures on the scale,—yet, I could tell when I
marble coffips ; perfectly inaccessible, of
It was agreed the son should course, to the air, and therefore a better pre
a hand. Its very delicacy and weakness, there were 15i000 adults who were unable to was at a safe distance from the earth by the his father.
as it glides into the more manly grasp, is a read, and 12,000 children who were entirely distance that the quicksilver stood above a return to America, and accompany his wife servative for dead bodies even than Egyptaiii
piece of brass which formed a protection to to England, but circumstances of an extra embalming.
fit emblem of the just confidence the female destitute of the means of education.

Efje XtcnnctjunR (KAjette
AND MAIN# PALLADIUM,

heart is so desirous to bestow upon its des
tined protector : and whilst the nerves thrill
over the soft fingers and the electricity of
passion is firing every vein : whilst a spirit
richer and more refined than thought itself,
flutters in the bosom, how the heart seems
striving to expand itself into that unuttera
ble ecstacy of being, so seldom felt, so im
possible to be described.
Reader, if like myself, thou hast slipped
over the mature age of thirty, invoke, 1
pray thee, the aid of memory ; and let her
recall in moonlight fitfulness the scenes of
thy courtship—thy April mornings of hope
and fear, of love, joy, and passions ?—Let
those visions of bliss again rise in shadowy
review like the springing afresh of a rainbow
fountain, thou wilt own that, whether amidst the luxuries of art, screened by a
friendly shade from too often strict scrutiny
of the brilliant chandt^r, or in the soli
tude of nature’s untimed magnificence—
whether lulled by the subduing serenity of
a summer’s eve or revelling in the babel
voices of the merry sleigh bells ; if thou
¿ouldst but win the confidence of her thou
lovd’st, so seemingly unconscious it had es
caped her maidenly keeping she would
thrust her timid hand in thine, thy thoughts
were flooded with delight, thy very bosom
glowed with a generous rapture. Oh ! how
thou then would’st swear to the heart of
hearts (a vow more holy , more pure, than
that of the altar,) to protect, to comfort her
—to minister to her joys, be her steadfast
friend, her guard, her guide, her all in all I
If thou didst not, thou wert no lover.
Perchance, with the soft reminiscences of
stolen glances (the first effect of unfledged
love,) timid speeches and ardent vows,
comes tjgp withering thought of faith broken,
looks estranged, and vows forgotten ; the
cold countenance, the haughty answer, the
disdainecj smile. Alas 1 memory is too
faithful a witness, and when called to bear
testimony to the dearest pleasures of4 Lang
Syne,’ dare even there be cross-examined.”

Kennebunk Eyceum.
Laterfrom France.—The packet ship Silvie law, Messrs, the Duke-of Fitz-James, La-[ The- Western War.—The belligerents of The public meetings of the Lyceum have
de Grasse has arrived at New York from crosse, De Salverte, Ariguis, Desabes, Glais i Michigan and Ohio, are, if we may credit the been
discontinued for the present season.
ujc legiuu, uuiuiug
Journals OI
of the^region,
comingjo vjuou
close vjMCAtquarHavre, bringing Paris papers to March 30. Bizoin, Charmaule, Isambert, Mauguin, De I JOUiuaiS
D. REMICH, Secretary.
ters. The Delaware (Ohio) Gazette, of the
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The New York papers of Monday evening Laboulie, Degabe and Berryer, 13.
18ih
ult.
says
that
it
is
informed,
though
Kennebunk,
May
9,1835.
Considerable
surprise
was
felt
in
the
Cham

contain the proceedings of the Chamber of
indirectly, that since the commission
Virginia Elections.—The elections for Deputies on the 28th, on the presentation of ber of Deputies on the 24th of March, by M. rather
1
on the part of the United States left YORK COUNTY BIBLE SOCIETY.
members of the twenty-fourth Congress and the report of the Committee on the subject of Thiers bringing forward a project of a law ers
1
Michigan, the acting Governor Mason, has
A meeting of the York County Bible Soci
for members of the State Legislature took the American treaty. We have also received for granting the Ministers a credit of 1,200,000 changed his mind, and determined not to ety, will be holden at the Union Meetingfrancs
for
secret
service,
in
addition
to
a
sim

the
Journal
des
Debats
to
the
30th,
in
which
place in Virginia last month. The following
the report is published at length, filling a sup ilar sum already voted. He declared that all permit the Ohio Commissioners to run the ! house, near Dam’s Mills, in Newfield, on
is the result of the congressional election, so plement of a whole sheet. It enters into a the cabinet agreed on the necessity of the disputed boundary line ; that he had made I Tuesday, the 12th day of May inst., at 10 o’
far as it has been ascertained
discussion of the grounds on which the A- vote, and that he submitted it to the Cham an attempt to capture the Governor of Ohio, clock, A. M. At this meeting the usual bu
and the said Commissioners ; but had been siness of the annual meeting will be transact
Charles F. Mercer, reelected ; John W. merican claim is founded, and concludes with ber by his Majesty’s order ; so that the min foiled; anci that some of the officers, lately ed.
By order of the Trustees,
Jonfjs, in place of Wm. S. Archer ; John M. a recommendation of the adoption of the isters intimate that they will resign unless commissioned by Gov. Lucas in the disputed
John Frost, Rec. Secretary.
PattSn, Selected; John Y. Mason, do. ; project of a law, with amendments. This they receive the sum of $48,000. It is ex territory, had been taken prisoners by the
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
pected
this
bill
will
excite
opposition.
report
was
made
in
the
name
of
the
commit

Jaimes M. H. Beale, do. ; Robert Craig in
Michiganians. It is evident that great illBoston Daily Adv. Pat.
place of S’ M. Dowell Moore ; G. W. Hopkins tee by M. Dumou, a deputy from the depart
HYMENEAL.
blood
exists. The Sheriff of Monroe county
do. in place of John H. Fulton ; Geo. E. ment of Lot and Garonne.
(Ohio)
with
a
posse
of
thirty
men,
rushed
Art. 1. The Minister of Finance is author
It is authentically announced that the En from the woods at night, and seized and car MARRIED—In thia town, on Thursday morn
Dromgqole in place of James H. Gholson ;
John Robertson, reelected ; Wm. S. Morgan ized to take the necessary measures for the glish and Russian Governments, have ac ried off, from their beds, two respectable ing last, by Rev. Mr. Powers, Mr. Nathan
in place of James C. Wilson ; Nath'l H. Clair- execution of the 1st and 2d articles of the knowledged the independent national exist I citizens. The fugitives were pursued by a Dane of Alfred, to Miss Martha A. Morse of
treaty signed 4th July, 1831, between the ence of the provinces of Wallachia and Mol- j
this town.
borne, reelected ; Thomas T. Bouldin, do.
In Lyman, on Thursday evening last, by Rev.
King of the French and the United States, davia, under a federative act, assented to by'' party of fifty citizens, highly indignant at the
The House of Delegates consists of 134 the ratification of which was exchanged at
outrage.—JV. F. Sun.
Mr. Calif, Mr. Samvel Gjllpatrick, of Dover^
the Ottoman government.—ib.
N. H. to Miss Susan Card, of Lyman.
members.. As far as returns have come in, Washington, 2d Feb. 1832, and according to
In Wells, on Monday morning last, Mr. Will
The Spanish Pirates.—We learn from the
44 Jackson (Van Buren) men and 47 whigs which a sum of 25,000,000 is to be paid by
A letter from the correspondent of the New Salem
Gazette that a letter has been received iam Bartlett, Merchant, to Miss Isabella
France.
York
Commercial
Advertiser,
dated
Paris,
and White men have been returned to the
there from Capt. Percival, of the U. S. sloop Maxwell.
Art. 2. The sum of 1,500,000, which the
In Berwick, Mr. Ivory Brackett, of Palmyra,
House. The Richmond Whig is of opinion government of the United States have enga March 31, says that Mr. Livingston was pre-! of war Erie, which has been forwarded to the
paring to leave Paris for Holland. He had
Me. to Miss Mary Gowen of B.
that the White party will hold the balance of ged to pay in ten annual instalments, inorder received no recent adviues from government. Naval Departmen/t, stating that De Soto had
In Saco, Dr. Ezra Bartlett, of Haverhill, N.
given the Governor of St. Thomas, (coast of H. to Miss Sarah, daughter of Josiah Calef, Esq.
to satisfy the claims of France against either
power in the next Legislature.
Africa)
5000
Spanish
dollars,
(a
part
of
the
the Treasury of the United States or any of
—Mr. Daniel Davis, to Mrs. Abigail Grant.
Another Disturbance in Mexico.—Vera
¿aißÄäs&o
Pennsylvania Politics.—A letter to the its citizens, shall, as it is received, be carried Cruz papers to the 6th of April, have been money taken from the Mexican) as a bribe,
and
that
on
Capt.
Percival
’
s
touching
there,
to
the
credit
of
the
budget.
[An
important
OBITUARY
editor of the Boston Daily Advertiser & Pat
received at this port, by the arrival of the the matter came, in some way, to his knowl
provision is here omitted.]
ship Congress. They contain the ti edge, and on giving the Governor to under DIED—In Hollis, Miss Elizabeth Ann, daugh
riot, from a gentleman in Pennsylvania,
Art. 3. Refers to the manner in which packet
of another storm -in a tea pot, or per- stand this the latter offered him the money, ter of Mr. Atnos Mason, aged 24.
“ whose means of information and whose these.latter claimsand the distribution of the dings
'haps we
should rather say,'attempt to get up on condition that he would keep the affair
In New Orleans, 8th ult. Capt. Pierpont Ham
judgment are of the first order,” expresses the money under them, shall be made.
aJittle
|8torm,
the name of revolution secret, so that it should never reach the Court mond of Eliot, aged 42 years.
Art. 4. The payments on account of the 'ary movement,under
opinion, with great confidence, that Mr. Ritheaded by Gen. Alvarez, of Lisbon. The bribe was, of course, de
25 millions, shall not be made excepfin the
ner, the anti-masonic candidate, will be chos event of the government of the United States Governor of Zacatecas, and having for its clined.—Transcript.
SHIP NEWS
en Governor of the State, at the election next not having in any way violated the interests object the ejection oi Santa Anna from the
KENNEBUNK, MAY 9, 1835.
Presidency, the dissolution of the present
Prisoners Escaped—By a handbill issued
fall. Mr. R. is a sound Whig and will re or dignity of France.
Mr. Dumont having presented the report Congress, and the elevation of the late Vice by the Jailor of this County, we learn that on
memoranda.
ceive the united support of the anti-masons
President,
Don
Gomez
Farias,
to
the
chief
was called on by many voices to read it. He
At Havana, 17th ult. bark Bohemia, Lord,
the
night
of
Saturday
last,
two
prisoners,
who
and Whigs. The same gentleman likewise began the reading precisely at 4 o’clock, and magistracy. These gritos, as they call them, were tried and sentenced to the State Prison iunc. waiting height ; brig George, Wise, dis.
Cid. at Portland, 4th, brig Brutus, Merrill, for
states, “ that all those who unite in Pennsyl finished at half past 5. After the reading, have been so frequent of late years, and the last week, by some means or other—not
tenure of supreme power by any one aspirant
port.
I
vania in support of Ritner, will concur in the Mr. Berryer rose to inquire of Ministers, be? to its delights is so very unstable, that we without help it is thought—broke jail and es- this
Ar. at Richmond, 26th ult. Packet, Blaisdell,
support of Mr. Webster for the Presidency.” fore the fixing of a day for the discussion, have come to expect news of a revolution by caped. Their names are James N. Smith, Mobile. Sailed 1st inst, for Portland.
whether any explanation had been received
40 years old, and Stephen Dutton aged 25.
These opinions are strengthened by the fact, from the United States, any satisfaction for every arrival, almost as a matter of course ; A reward of $25 is offered for the apprehen- , Ar. at Newport, 27th ult.sch. Mary & Betsey,
Saco, for Providence.
and
if
it
were
not
a
matter
of
duty
in
a
public
that the Jackson party in this State is divided the language of the President’s Message.
sion of Smith, and $10 for the apprehension
At Mayagüez, 13th ult. brig Adno, Water
journalist,
should
hardly
think
it
worth
while
You recollect, (he said,) in what terms that
of Dutton.— Gardiner Chronicle.
; house, from Saco, discharging.
in regard to State politics,—the two divisions
to
record
them
as
they
arise.
Ar. at Boston, 5tb, brig Perseverance, Burn
are wide apart, with little or no prospect of a message is conceived, and that the President
proposed to the American Chambers, a reso At the date of the latest advices, four of the
Promotion.—Major Barry is to be helped ham,
;
from Cardinas and Havana.
principal
states
had
joined
the
insurrection,
re-union.
lution authorizing the confiscation of French
Cid. at Boston, 5th, bark Com. Morris, Per
out of his trouble by nine thousand dollars
viz
:
—
Zacatecas,
San
Luis,
Morelia
and
Du

property in case the Chamber at its then ap
outfit, and nine thousand per annum, to ena kins, Havana.
New Hampshire Delegation to the proaching session, should not vote the indem rango.—JV. Y. Com. Adv.
Sailed from Gravesend, 29th March, brig Hor
ble him to live comfortably in Spain. Amos
Baltimore Convention.—It will be recol nity. This message was couched in terms
Kendall changes three thousand and an au ace, Foss, Charleston.
Sailed from Royan, 2d March, Pomona, Na
Kingston, Jam. April 10.—Every day’s exlected, that we last week gave the names of such as justly wounded the ministry. They perience tends to confirm us in the opinion ditorship, for the Post Office and six thousand son, Philadelphia.
felt that national dignity was outraged, and
per
annum.
—
Atlas.
Cid. at Havana, 23d ult. brig Watchman,
seven of the gentlemen who have been ap they immediately recalled their ambassador. entertained by our contemporaries, that Su
Patterson, Boston.
pointed by the party in New Hampshire, to The ambassador of the U. S. was at the gar cannot long be continued as a lucrative
The property of the late Samimi Slater,
The Salem Register, of 30th ult. says,—“ Tho
represent them in the Baltimore Convention, same time informed that his passports were staple in our Island. The most sanguine who died recently in Rhode Island, is said by steamboat
McDonough is to be taken on the
planter cannot help observing the real prog
ready
for
him,
in
case
he
thought
it
proper
to
six of whom are now office-holders and the j
the Pawtucket Chronicle, to be estimated at Railway to-day, and will probably remain eight
ress
of
things,
and
if
he
be
not
of
our
belief,
ask for them. This determination could on
seventh was but a few days since the incum ly be the result of a just appreciation of the we fear he will be so. The negroes feel no nearly two millions of money. Mr. Slater or ten days, as she will want, considerable re
pairs.”
bent of a high office and is probably now an grave outrage committed towards France ; interest, generally speaking, in the success of was an Englishman, and father of the cotton
manufactories in this country.
sugar
property.
They
expected
wonders
and
expectant of some profitable birth. A late but such a step cannot remain without a re
Byt order of the Court of Pro
miracles, and happiness and delight, from
number of the N. H. Patriot gives the names sult. If the result be not obtained, and their emancipation—they find themselves
On Saturday evening last we had a severe
bate, will be sold at Public Auction, on Sdt^
yvhile
we
do
not
hear
of
any
satisfaction
hav

thunder gust, since when a cold north east
of eight others who have been selected for the :
urday, the thirteenth day of June next, at two
ing been given, is it possible for the Chamber much as they vVere—or as the drill Seargent storm with rain, prevailed until last night,
o'clock in the afternoon—
same service—making in all fifteen. These of Deputies to proceed to a solution of the said—“ as you was, Quashie.”
when it blew a gale from the north west.
O much of the real estate of Phinehas
additional delegates are all office holders, as difficulty on the footing of a friendly transac
Phil. Gaz. of 28th.
McIntir^, late of York, gentleman, de
Ohio and Michigan.—There appears now
appears by an article in the last number of tion ?
ceased, testate, as will raise the sum of sixto be no prospect of a peaceable or speedy
1
confess,
gentlemen,
my
surprise
at
the
Melancholy
Accident.
—
We
learn
from
the
the Dover Enquirer, viz :—
hundred and thirty one dollars and eightydouble resolution taken by ministers. We adjustment of the difficulties between these Essex Register, that on Friday morning last, one cents, for the payment of the just debts
Joseph P. Plummer, County Treasurer;
read in the note in the Moniteur, that Minis powers. The inhabitants on the ‘ debateable two lads, William Crowell, about 17 years of against said estate, and for incidental charges.
Moses F. Peaslee, Representative ;
ters, wounded by the tone of the Message,
age, and Joseph G. Hardy, 12, took a small
estate consists of the homestead of said
James M. K. Wilkins, Representative ;
had recalled the ambassador ; then a little ground/ it is understood, are generally on the boat for the purpose of sailing in the North Said
deceased,
containing about eighty acres of
Nathan S. Colby, Representative ;
below, is stated, that by virtue of the engage side of Ohio and have held meetings and or River. The boat was of the description call mowing, tillage, pasture and wood land ; also,
Jabez A. Douglass, Postmaster;
ment entered into by France, the project for ganized themselves under the laws of that ed a dory, with a small sail—and the wind a dwelling house, with about four acres of
Elijah Blaisdell, Solicitor;
the 25,000,000 should be presented anew to State. We give below the latest dates from being high and squally, after reaching some mowing and tillage land, situated on Beech
John Page, Register ;
the Chamber. It is truly allowable to ex
distance from the shore, they were capsized. Ridge, so called : also, four acres of land on
Jared W. Williams, President of the Sen press astonishment, at the simultaneousness the ‘ seat of war.’
No assistance being at hand, they attempted
The Dayton Journal publishes the follow to swim ashore, but soon became exhausted, the northerly side of said Beech Ridge, also
ate, and Register of Probate.
of these two propositions, and to sçek to fath
about seven acres of marsh land ; also, two
ing
extract
of
a
letter,
dated
om the idea of the Ministers, in manifesting
and sunk. As soon as the accident became wood lots, containing about ten acres. Sale
|
M
aumee
,
April
10,1835.
known on shore, two or three persons went to be at the late dwelling-house of said de
The Portland Magazine.—The May at the same moment a purpose to suspend
by
the course of negotiation, and to give to thei| _ We were
. j in a boat to their aid, and succeeded in res ceased, where further particulars and condi
— ’ assured
• *"* a short
■> «. time since,
'*
number of Mrs. Stephens’ Portland Magazine offender satisfaction, even under the effect of-r _Messrs.
Rush and Howard, that no resistance cuing Hardy, though at the time apparently
has been received. Its contents are :—The his menaces.
would be made by Michigan. It is now evi- lifeless. He was brought ashore and a phy tions will be made known.
JEREMIAH S. PUTNAM, Executor.
He proceeded to allude to the note in the dent that there will be trouble, and the Gov- sician called, when effectual means were
Bridal, Throne and Scaffold, by the Editor.
York, May 4, 1835.
In
which
the
treaty
was
spoken
ernor
of
Ohio
will
not
be
able
to
accomplish
used for his resuscitation. Crowell was not
When do you think of me ? Poetry, by O. Moniteur, in
entend into by France, the running of the line without calling out a found until an hour or more after he disap
o o
Music, by* F. The Farewell—Poetry, by the of as an ei■.ngagement
' ASSESSORS’ NOTICE.
he Chamber
refused to ratify' Strong military force. This cannot be done
HE inhabitants of the town of Kenne
Editor. Portland Painters, by John Neal. although the Chamber had refused to ratify I without first convening the General Assem peared, and was of course dead. He was
discovered
standing
at
the
bottom,
apparently
that engagement.
|
bunk, and others liable to be taxed
bly
in
order
to
make
the
necessary
appropria

Dr. Parker, by F. The Dying Girl, by A. P.
The Duke de Broglie, in reply, said that j
in the act of pulling off one of his boots
therein,
hereby required to make and
tions.
Editorial Notices. We have only had time the message of the President was not the act
having succeeded in taking off the other, in bring into theare
undersigned, Assessors of said
We shall start to-morrow for the north
to read the first article and that headed with of the Government—it was not an act of the western corner of the State ; and the next' order probably to enable him to swim with town, true and perfect lists of their polls and
authority, for the President only
more ease.
the name of Dr. Parker,—both are excellent. executive
of all their estates, both real and personal,
exercises this authority conjointly with the , time you hear from me I shall probably in
(excepting such as is by law exempted from
Senate. Strictly speaking then the French form you that I am at Monroe, the head quar
Melancholy Casualty.—A most shocking taxation) which they were possessed of on the
The Nottingham.—The article under this Government may be ignorant of this mes ters of Gen. Brown. Gen. Brown was yes- casualty
,
happened in Concord, N. II. on the
head, on our first page, will probably be pe sage jin any case it could not demand expla terday at Toledo, at the head of the Sheriff’s (evening of the 24th ult. The particulars, first day of May, 1835, and it will be expect
ed of each person to make oath to the best of
rused with interest by our readers in this vi nations of an act which was not an act of the posse of 100 armed men. They came for the ,which we find in Brigg’s Boston Bulletin, are his knowledge, said list contains all his taxa
purpose of arresting those who have accepted (these :—while a woman by the name of
Government
—
which
was
an
act
purely
mu

cinity. We find the narrative in a volume
ble property ; and those who fail to bring in
nicipal, purely interior. Strictly, by the law office under the State of Ohio.
Silver was sitting on the hearth in her house
(made up of a collection of narratives of ship of nations, the French government had no
He informed me that any attempt to run teaching three of her children to read, the as above directed, may expect no abatement
wrecks, disasters at sea, &c.) which was right to demand explanations upon such an the line would be resisted by the whole force whole chimney, from some defect in the by the Assessors.
One or more of the Assessors will be in
loaned us by a friend, but which has unluck act. They did not wish however to pretend of the Territory. That they had 300 men foundation, suddenly gave way, and was pre session at their Office, (over the store ofJohn
under arms at Monroe, and 600 more would cipitated into the cellar, carrying with it Mrs.
to
be
ignorant
of
such
language.
What
did
ily been deprived of its title page.
they do ? Not being able, in conformity with soon be there ; they have 1500 stands of arms S. and her children. One of the children, a Frost, Esq.) for the purpose of receiving
the laws of nations to demand explanationsi ] taken from the United States Arsenal at boy about six years of age, was killed, and the same, from the 1st to the 6tb day of June
(XJ^Our paper is printed to-day on a sheet upon an act of this nature, they nevertheless White Pigeon Prairie ; that they did not when taken from under the bricks he held next, from 2 until 4 o’clock in the afternoon
each of said days, or said lists may be
of diminutive size. Its scanty dimensions testified that they resented the words. They mean to be rode over rough shod by Ohio. firmly in his hand the book from which he of
It was replied that Ohio had not as yet put on had, at the moment of his death, been read handed to either of the Assessors prior to the
recalled
their
ambassador.
This
was
the
were not observed until it was too late to
strongest act which they could adopt. Now her rough shoes ; and wolild not unless they ing. A little girl was so shockingly burnt. date abovementioned.
NATH. JEFFERDS,) Assessors
remedy the evil. Our paper maker is in what has happened ? It has happened that made it necessary ; and that the line would and bruised by the hot bricks that she is not
JESSE TOWNE,
S
of
be run. The Governor of Ohio expected to recover. Mrs. S. and the eldest:
fault.
this message, which I repeat was an act of certainly
<
EZRA PERKINS, ) Kennebunk.
on the 8th inst. for Defiance, and is boy, it is believed, will do well, though badlyI
but a portion of the executive power, has not started
t
Kennebunk, May 9,1835.
unprepared to meet the forces of bruised.
The Steamer Citizen, intended to run be become the act of the American Government. entirely
1
tween Boston, Portsmouth and Dover, N. H. On the contrary it has been disapproved, and Michigan. What course he will pursue I do
not know. Our party consists of fifteen or
An action, for breach of Marriage promise,
arrived at Boston from New Ybrk, on Satur the propositions which it presented have been twenty unarmed men ; and if we proceed we
positively
rejected.
From
this
moment
the
day night last, in 32 hours, said to be the French Government was bound to hold, that shall certainly be made prisoners—there not came on at the Court of Common Pleas, holdTIILLEIIAHAI.L
en in Boston, last week. The action was
shortest passage ever mat^ by sea. The C. towards the American Government, it re being a sufficient number to prevent surprise ; brought by Miss Margaret Dinsmoor, a rel
AVE
just received and are now opening
is about 200 tons burlhen, her boilers were mained in the same relation. From this I think the expedition will be delayed. The ative of the late Governor Dinsmoor, ofN.
their Spring Stock of Goods, which
State
of
Ohio
is
affording
no
protection
to
comprises a very general assortment of
made within the last month and she is said moment it was bound to hold the reparation, the people on the disputed territory, further H. against Aldnoch A. Foster, a shop-keeper,
as far as it was concerned, was sufficient.
of Boston. Miss D. laid the damages at FRENCH, ENGLISH & DOMESTIC
to be one of the swiftest boats.
through the civil authority. And those $5000 !—but the Jury—there is virtue in the
PIECE GOODS,
Under these circumstances, what ought the than
who have accepted office have been obliged very name—thinking that she had set things
French
government
to
do
?
After
having
Proposals have been issued for publishing
to retreat. The Governor has power to call a little too high, took off two of the “ ciphers,” together with an extensive stock of prime
done what was due to the dignity of the out the militia, but has no funds to sustain
« < Groceries, Hard Ware Cutlery ;
a Sunday newspaper in New York city.
and brought in a verdict of $50 damages.
country, it ought now to do what was re
which
they offer for sale on the most reason
quired by justice. His conviction had always them.
able terms for good pay. Their stock of
The Cincinnati Republican publishes the
The Bank of the United States has given ^Zoollens is particularly good, being well se
The Portland Advertiser recommends that been, that the treaty of 1831 was founded in
two alms-houses—one for the virtuous and a principle of the most rigid justice. He following extract of a letter from one of the directions for winding up the concerns of the lected and embracing almost every variety of
Boundary Commissioners, dated
Branch at Washington City.
Broadcloths, from $2 to $6. Also, Cassimeres,
one for the vicious poor—should be provided would not have it said a single instant, that he
Maumee, April 11,1835.
had taken advantage of a misunderstanding
Satinetts, Summer Cloths, &c. For particu
in that city. A good suggestion.
We move our little band to-morrow to
The Spanish Pirates.—The Salem Mercu lars their friends will please call and examine.
between the two governments, to escape the
which conscience imposed upon commence running the line. We shall no ry remarks on the rumor copied from the
Kennebunk, May 6, 1835.
The Legislature of Connecticut assembled[‘ obligation
him. He said that the amendment in the doubt be met by force, and opposed in the Post into yesterday’s Centinel, respecting
at Hartford on Wednesday last. We have! last section was introduced by the consent of execution of our business. Toledo is now $5000 left with the Governor of St. Thomas
NOTICE.
not yet received any particulars of its organi• the government, and the object of it was to invested with an armed force of two or three by De Soto, as follows:—
HE subscriber has taken a stand near
hundred
men,
under
General
Brown,
who
are
“
This
story
is
tolerably
correct
in
the
place the execution of the treaty under the
zation.
the Mousam Factory, where he intends
responsibility of the Minister. He proceed arresting some of our citizens and insulting main, but inaccurate in particulars. We had
carrying on the
others, not only males but females ! Two an opportunity of perusing the letter several
ed
to
notice
other
topics,
and
particularly
the
The National Intelligencer of Saturday ob
houses were broken open in the nigffit time, days ago,, but it was not thought proper to SADDLE & HARNESS BUSINESS,
serves, that official information received at reported proceedings of our House of Repre at about two o’clock, by a sheriff and posse, print it before forwarding it to the head of in its various branches. He respectfully soli
Washington, corroborates the private accounts sentatives. He concluded by moving that and took away or kidnapped two citizens, the naval department. The letter was from cits a share of public patronage.
which lead to the apprehension “ that the the discussion should be opened on Thurs who have since been released on bail. War' Capt. Percival. The money was a bribe from
He continues also his old branch of business.
misunderstanding between the Governments day, April 7. A motion by M. Odilon Bar’ is now upon us, and many citizens of Toledo' De Soto to the Governor of St. Thomas.
A. M. BRYANT.
rot,
to
postpone
the
discussion
to
the
14th
of
of Ohio and Michigan will yet lead to blood
have fled to save themselves. Gov. Lucas’ The matter came, in some way, to the knowl
Kennebunk, May 9,1835.
shed ; a result earnestly to be deprecated, and April, was rejected by a considerable major left this yesterday for Defiance. Two express edge of Capt. Percival, and on his giving the
ity, and the former motion was agreed to.
should it occur, deeply to be deplored.”
WESTERN CHEESE, &c.
The following members have entered their es have followed, and a third is just now a- Governor to understand this, the latter offer
boutto start. The present state of thingsis ed him the money, on condition that he
HEESE, Fresh Figs & Raisins, for sale
Movements at Head Quarters.—We names to speak on the law, viz. in favor of deplorable. Ohio still cries for*peace, but would keep the affair secret, so that it should
by
MILLER & HALL.,
understand, says the Baltimore Gazette of the it, Messrs. Jesniere, Palaille, Ducos, A. Du- blood seems to be the spirit of our Northern never reach the Court of Lisbon. The bribe
May 8, 1835.
30th ultimo, from authority in which we place peyron, Lamartine, Jay, Roul, Croissant, Lia- neighbors.
was, of course, declined.”
entire confidence, that Amos Kendall, Esq. dieres, De Laborde, De Tracy, De Fitte,
*ptRlE-D Beef and Bacon for sale by
will enter upon the duties of Post-Master Fleuryw Chaboulon,. De Sade, Duvergier de
MILLER & HALL.
be built
at Lowell, —There was a fall of snow to the depth of; A
z* market
luamcv house is to —
General on tomorrow, and that Major Barry Hauranne, Sapey, Madier de Montjau, MoI May 7,1835.
will proceed soon after as Minister tp- Spain, reau, Chastalier and Vitet, 20. Against the- six inches at Hudson, N. Y. on Tuesday last. 160 ft. long by 50 Qi 60 wide.
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Ai cc Court of Probats held at York, unihm At a Court of Probate held at York, with
THE ASSOCIATION'S CELEBRATED
in and far the County óf York, on the first
and for the County of York, on the first
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
At a Court of Probate holden at York, within
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
FROM THEIR
and for the County of York, on the first Mon
Court :
said Court:
™TY BIBLE SOCIETY
day in May, in the year oj our Lord eigh
ANNAH
HUSSEY,
administratrix
of
ARY WINN, administratrix of the
i the York County Bible
teen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon.
the estate of George Hussey, late of
estate of Joseph Winn, late of Wells,
•olden at the Union
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court:
Kennebunk, in said county, esquire, deceas
in
said
county,
yeoman,
deceased,
having
►am’s^y
Mills,
in
Newfield
g
*
N
the
petition
of
Mphitable
Ramsdell,
ad

of Mayin^
NEW-YORK.
ministratrix of the estate of Barack M. presented her first account of administration ed, having presented her first account of ad
ofthe estate of said deceased for allowance: ministration ot the estate of said deceased for EMBRACING ALL THE SUBJECTS OF NATURAL HISTORY AS EXHIBITED AT THA
At this meeting the usual bn
Ramsdell, late of York, in said county, de
mual meeting will be transact’ ceased, representing that thb personal estate and also her petition for an allowance out of allowance : and also her petition for an al
POPULAR AND FASHIONABL RESORT DURING THE WINTER OF 1834-5.
lowance out of the personal estate of said de
rd er of the Trustees,
ofsaid deceased is not sufficient to pay the just the personal estate of said deceased :
05^Will be exhibited in KENNEBUNK, near Stone’s Hotel, on Friday, the 22d
ORDERED—That the said administratrix ceased :
debts which he owed at the time of his death
^rost’ Reu* Secretary
ORDERED—That the said administratrix
May 1, 1835.
y‘ .
notice to all persons interested, by
by the sum of eighty-seven dollars and nine- give
,
day
of May, 1835.—Hours of Exhibition from 1 to 4, P. M.
ty-six cents, and praying for a license to sell •causing a copy of this order to be published give notice to all persons interested, by caus- '
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
weeks successively in the Kennebunk
hymeneal
and convey so much of the real estate of said three
1
printed at Kennebunk, in said coun weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
deceased, as may be necessary for the pay- Gazette,
1
OTTDHB 10 TfEAKS OF AGH HALF-PRICE.
ty,
that
they
may appear at a Probate Court zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
men
t
of
said
debtsand
incidental
charges:
1
ev. Mr. Powers, Mr ¡O’
to
be held at Saco, in said county, on the that they may appear at a Probate Court to
and
also
on
her
petition
to
have
her
account
1
t°Miss Martha A. Mors/J
be held at Saco, in said county, on the first
of administration on said estate allowed :
1first Monday in June next, at ten of the
Monday m June next, at ten of the clock in
ORDERED,
—
That
the
petitioner
give
no1
clock
in
the
forenoon,
and
shew
cause,
if
any
Thursday evening last, by Rev
have, why the said account should the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and they
1
SAMUEL GJLLPATRJCK, of DoT
have, why the said account should not be al
to all persons interested in said estate, by not
; be allowed and said allowance made.
vsan Card, of Lyman.
'
lowed and said allowance made.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
causing a copy of this order to be published
Monday morning last, Mr Wn
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kenne A true copy,—Attest,
Merchant, to Miss
A true copy,—Attest,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
bunk, in said county, three weeks successive
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
May 9.
’vr cVOry B;aDckelt> »f P’lmyn
ly, that they may appear at a Probate Court
May 9.
y Gowen of B.
} '
to be holden at Saco, in said county, on the
Ezra Bartlett, of Haverhill, K
first Monday in June next, at ten of the clock At a Court of Probate holden at York, with At a Court of Probate, holden at York, within
ih, daughter of Josiah Calef F,n’
in and for the County of York, on the first
in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any they
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon
avis, to Mrs. Abigail Grant.
Monday of May, in the year of our Lord
have, why the prayer of said petitions should
day of May, in the year of our Lord eighteen
eighteen
hundred
and
thirty-five,
by
the
Hon
not be granted.
hundred and thirty-five, by the Honourable
OBITUARY
ourable
WM.
A.
HAYES,
Judge
of
said
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
A true copy—Attest,
Court:
N the petition of John Rankin, guardi
Ollis, Miss Elizabeth Ann^X
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
N the petition of Increase S. Kimball,
an of Thomas Chamberlain, a minor,
s Mason, aged 24.
ol
May 9.
a creditor of the estate of Isaac Downs,
praying for license to sell so much of the real
ulU Capt Pierpont Ham.
late of Lebanon, deceased, praying that ad
 of his said ward, as will produce the
estate
ged 42 years.
At a Court of Probate holden at York, within ministration with the will annexed (the exec sum of three hundred and ninety-six dollars,
andfor the County of York, on the first Mon utor having resigned) on the estate of said for the payment of his just debts, expenses of
IIP NEWS. ~~
day in May, in the year of our Lord deceased may be granted to said petitioner : maintenance and charges of guardianship :
THE UNICORN,
•eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
BUNK, MAY
ourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge of notice thereof to all persons interested in tice thereof to all persons interested in said
said Court:
OR ONE HORNED RHINOCEROS.
said estate, by causing a copy of this order estate, by causing a copy of this order to be
MEMORANDA.
N the petition of Elijah Curtis, a cred to be published in the Kennebunk Gazette, published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed
17th ult. bark Bohemia, Lord
itor of the estate of Jotham Johnson, printed in Kennebunk, in said county, three in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks
right ; brig George, Wise, dig,’
Panther.
Asiatic Lion.
late of Wells, deceased, praying that admin

nd, 4th, brig Brutus, Merrill, for
weeks
successively, that they may appear at successively, that they may appear at a Pro
This animal has been a subject of much
istration of the estate of said deceased may be a Probate Court to be holden at Saco, in said bate Court to be holden at Saco, in said coun
speculation among naturalists. It has been
nond, 26th ult. Packet, Blaisdell
granted to the said petitioner :
county, on the first Monday in June next, at ty, on the first Monday in June next, at ten of
considered, by Theological Commentators, as
1st inst, for Portland.
ORDERED—That the petitioner give ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
the Unicorn of Holy Writ, as mentioned and
rt, 27th ult. sch. Mary & Betsey
notice to all persons interested in said estate, cause, if any they have, why the prayer of any they have, why the prayer ofsaid petition
described in the book of Job. This animal
iencj.
n
by causing a copy of this order to be publish said petition should not be granted.
certainly ranks next to the Elephant in size,
should not be granted.
, 13th ult. brig Adno, Water*
ed in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed at
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
and many writers consider him equal in bulk.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
0, discharging.
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks A true copy—Attest,
He is usually found about 12 feet long, and
A true copy—Attest,
l, 5th, brig Perseverance, Bum*
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
the circumference of the body about equal to
successively, that they may appear at a Pro
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Royal Tiger.
inas and Havana.
Royal
Tigres».
the length, and his height about 8 feet. He
May 9.
bate Court to be held at Saco, in said county,
May 9.
m, 5th, bark Com. Morris, Per,
is
a
native
of
Asia
and
Africa,
and
is
usually
on the first Monday in June next, at ten of
found in those extensive forests that are fre
the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if At a_ Court
gi York, with At a Court of Probate held at York, within and
____ of Probate held ¡gt
!ravesend, 29th March, brig Hor*
quented by the Elephant, Lion and Royal Ti
any
they
have,
why
the
prayer
of
said
petition
eston.
in and for the County of York, on the first for the County of York, on the first Monday
ger, and subsists entirety on vegetable food.
should not be granted.
in May, in the year of our Lord eighteen
Royan, 2d March, Pomona, Na*
Monday of May, in the year of our Lord
The one here offered for inspection i» the first
a.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Living Rhinoceros ever brought to this country;
hundred and thirty-five, by the Honourable
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the
A
true
copy,
—
Attest,
he is 8 years old, his weight is Fou^ Thousand
na, 23d ult. brig Watchman,
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
Honourable WILLIAM A. HAYES, Judge
>n.
Wm.Cutter Allen, Register.
Two Hundred Pounds', he was taken at the
UTH BR AGDON, executrix of the will
of said Court:
Female Leopard.
foot of one of the Himalaya mountain».
May 9.
egister, of 30th ult. says,—“ The
of James Bragdon, late of York, in said
tSbENEZER. G. MOORE, named ExecMale Leopardi
Jonough is to be taken on the
county,
yeoman,
deceased,
having
presented
utor
in
a
certain
instrument
purporting
At a Court of Probate holden at York, within
. and will probably remain eight
and for the County of York, on the first Mon to be the last will and testament of Sally Lit- her first account of administration of the
s she will want considerable re*
day of May, in. the year of our Lord eighteen, tiefield, late of Wells, in said county, widow, estate of said deceased for allowance : and
hundred and thirty-five, by the Honourable1 deceased, having presented the same for pro also, her petition to sell the whole of the real
estate of said deceased, as by a partial sale
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said Court :
bate :
N the petition of Thomas Cutts, a cred
of the Court of Pro*
ORDERED—That the said executor thereof the residue would be greatly injured,
itor of the estate of Benjamin Jeffery, give notice to all persons interested, by caus and the sale of a part being necessary for the
sold at Public Auction, on Satlate of Kennebunk, in said county, deceased,
irteenth day of June next, at two
ing a copy of this order to be published three payment of the debts of said deceased :
praying that administration of the estate of weeks
•
successively, in the? Kennebunk Ga
ORDERED—That the said executrix give
? afternoon—
said deceased may be granted to the said pe- zette,
.
printed at Kennebunk, that they may notice to all persons interested, by causing a
f the real estate of Phinehas
titioner:
1appear at a Probate Court to be held at copy of this order to be published three
e, late of York, gentleman, de*
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no- Saco,
j
in said county, on the first Monday of weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
, as will raise the su in of six*
tice thereof to all persons interested in said June
,
next, at ten of the clock in the forenoon, zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
hirty one dollars and eightyestate, by causing a copy of this order to be and
1
shew cause, if any they have, why the that they may appear at a Probate Court to
■ the payment of the just debt!
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed .said instrument should not be proved, ap be held at Kennebunk, in said county, on the
ate, and for incidental charges,
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks proved and allowed, as the last will and testa first Monday in August next, at ten of the
isists of the homestead of said
successively, that they may appear at a Pro ment of the said deceased.
clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if any
fining about eighty acres of
Attest, Wm, Cutter Allen, Register.
bate Court to be holden at Saco, in said coun
they have, why the said account should not
3, pasture and wood land ; also,
A true copy—Attest,
be allowed and said petition granted.
ty, on the first Monday in June next, at ten
>use, with about four acres of
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
of the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause,
illage land, situated on Beech
May
9,
A true copy—Attest,
if any they have, why the prayer ot said pe
id : also, four acres of land on
AND
1
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tition should not be granted.
side of said Beech Ridge, alw
May 9.
_____ ____________
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register. At a Court of Probate holden at York, within
ROYALJHGRESS.
ires of marsh land ; also, two
A true copy—Attest,
and for the County of York, on the first
taming about ten acres. Sale
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Monday in May, in the year of our Lord
The Keeper will enter the following Cages
ate dwelling-house of said deHH HIS beautiful Horse
May 9._____________________________
at 3 o’clock, P. M. vizTo the Lion, Lioness
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon a, mu
furtber particulars and condì*
Jstand at th® Uiveand Royal Tigress, in the same ca ge, to the L ion,
ourable WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
At a Court of Probate holden at York, within
ide known.
Lioness, Leopard and Leopardess, all confined
lyY
ry stahle of Mr. Peter Goodand for the County of York, on the first Mon
The Cassowary.
Court:
lH S. PUTNAM, Executor.
in one cage; and to the Royal Tiger and Ti
win, in Kennebunk, during
day of May, in the year of our Lord eighteen
N the petition of Lois Bennet, admin lH
------ 1
gress. The inmates of these Cages form a most
, 1835.
the
present
season.
hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon. WM. A.
istratrix of the estate of Jotham Bennet,
gigantic and imposing spectacle. This group
This
Horse
was
sired
by
the
old
Morgan,
The
HAYES, Judge of said Court .*
of the most formidable and unconquerable of all
late of York, in said county, deceased, repre
SOUS’ NOTICE.
’ the natives of the forest, furnishes to the mind
N the petition of John Libby, Jr., a per senting that the personal estate of said de and is well proportioned, both for beauty,
of the spectator an insuperable barrier to the be
itants of the town of Kenneson interested in the estate of Alice ceased is not sufficient to pay the just debts speed and strength ; is ofa dark bay color,
lief, that the ?rt of man could subjugate to his
md others liable to be taxed
Hanson, late of North Berwick, deceased,
which he owed at the time ot his death by and in appearance combines every quality
will and control these wild and ferocious a.nireby required to make and
praying that administration of the estate of the sum of three hundred dollars, and pray calculated to insure handsome colts and a
imals. Yet, his credulity must at once be dis
indersigned, Assessors of said
said deceased may be granted to said petition ing for a license to sell and convey so much good breed of horses. We consider com
sipated when he beholds the Keeper in their
Cage, playing and frolicking with them, and
perfect lists of their polls and
er:
of the real estate of said deceased, as may be ment as to his beauty or good qualities unne
all enjoying their wild pranks with as much
tates, both real and personal,
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no necessary for the payment of said debts and cessary, but invite gentlemen to call and ex
senning delight and innocence as children do
The Vulture.
1 as is by law exempted from
tice thereof to ail persons interested in said incidental charges : and also on her petition amine for themselves, when we are confident, Gnu, or Horned Horse, their hoiyday gambols.
1 they were possessed of on the
estate, by causing a copy of this order to be for an allowance out of the personal estate of they will find his appearance a sufficient rec
y, 1835, and it will be expect*
published in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed said deceased : and also on her petition to ommendation.
son to make oath to the best of
Terms.—Six dollars to warrant a foal;
in Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks have her first account of administration al
said list contains all his taxasuccessively, that they may appear at a Pro lowed :
Four dollars the season.
and those who fail to bring in
All Mares disposed of before the usual
bate . Court to be holden at Saco, in said
ORDERED—That the petitioner give no
ted, may expect no abatement
county, on the first Monday in June next, at tice thereof to the heirs of said deceased, and time of foaling, will be considered as with
ten of the clock in the forenoon, and shew to all persons interested in said estate, by foal.
rs.
The Spotted Hyena.
Kennebunk, May 5,1835.
re of the Assessors will be in
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of causing a copy of this order to be pub
The Striped Hyena.
■ Office, (over the store ofJohn
said petition should not be granted.
lished in the Kennebunk Gazette, printed in
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
for the purpose of receiving
Kennebunk, in said county, three weeks suc
A true copy—Attest,
1 the 1st to the 6tb day of June
cessively, that they may appear at a Probate
W
m
.
C
utter
A
llen
,
Register.
until 4 o’clock in the afternoon
Court to be holden at Saco, in said county,
May 9.________ __________________ _ on the first Monday in June next, at ten of
id days, or said lists may be
er of the Assessors prior to the
At a Court of Probate held at York, within and the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if
for the County of York, on the first Monday any they have, why the prayer of said petitions
itioned.
The Spotted
in May, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun should not be granted.
. JEFFERDS, ) Assessors
The Male Leopard.
dred and thirty five, by the Hon. WM. A.
; TOWNE, >
of
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
HA YES, Judge of said Court :
PERKINS, ) Kennebunk.
A true copy—Attest,
HE subscriber would inform the inhabi
ATH’L. PARSONS, guardian of Isaac
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
, May 9,1835.
tants of Kennebunk and the adjoining
Parsons, a person non compos mentis,
May 9.
towns, that he has taken the storê of Capt.
of York, in said county, having presented his
additional account of guardianship of his said At a Court of Probate held at York, with John Lord, adjoining that of Mr. Phineas
jrmed, that one of
Splendid Saddle,
a
ward for allowance:
in and for the County of York, on the first Stevens, under Washington Hall, and offers
¡rimmed
and
decorated
after
the
Ea.tern
style, simiJJBR A HAU
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
Monday of May, in the year of our Lord for sale
tar to the print here represented, and of sumcient
notice to all persons interested, by causing a
t received and are now opeW
eighteen hundred and thirty-five, by the Hon.
Splendid Assortment of
_ __
capacity to contain six persons, who may ride upon
T»aP+rian Camel
copy of this order to be published three weeks
Spring Stock of Goods, whicb
WILLIAM A* HAYES, Judge of said
Male Dromedary.
his back with perfect safety and pleasure to them- ~
successively,
in
the
Kennebunk
Gazette,
;ry general assortment of
selves.
__________________
~
Court:
printed at Kennebunk, in said county, that
ENGLISH & DOMESTIC
AMES W. DAY, named Executor ma of the new style, from the Philadelphia, New
I
This
Menagerie
and
Aviary
ihey
rhay
appear
at
a
Probate
Court
to
be
»IECE GOODS,
certain instrument purporting to be the York and Boston Manufactories.
I
OCCUPIES
*beld at Saco, in said county, on the first Mon
an extensive stock of prim®
last will and testament of Jifahum Day, late
—ALSO—day
in
June
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock,
in
the
49
Spacious
Carriages,
Wagons, <fcc.
of
Wells,
in
said
county,
yeoman,
deceased,
?, Hard Ware fy Cutlery
Afine assortment of the celebrated
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have, having presented the same for probate:
THE SAME ABE DRAWN BY
fer for sale on the most reasonwhy the said account should not be allowed.
r good pay. Their stocU
ORDERED—That the said executor SATIN BEAVER HATS,
120 Splendid Grey Horses,
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allek, Regiater.
give notice to all persons interested, by caus
A BEAUTIFUL ARTICLE.
articularly good, being well
AND
A true copy—Attest,
ing
a
copy
of
this
order
to
be
published
three
bracing almost every variety
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
Gentlemen’s, Youth’s and Children’s Cloth
SIXTY MEN,
weeks
successively,
in
the
Kennebunk
Ga

•om $2 to $6. Also, Cassimm
May 9.
•
(INCLUDING FOURTEEN MUSICIANS)
zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they may Caps, Tarpaulin and Palm Leaf Hats, all of
,mer Cloths, &c. For partw«'
Emeus.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at which will be sold low for Cash.
Oistric.hes.
are required to complete its operations.
Al
a
Court
of
Probate
held
at
York,
within
and
ds will please call and examin •
JOSEPH
O.
STEVENS,
Agent.
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
Monday
Saco,
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Monday
of
, May 6, 1835.
Kennebunk, April 28,1835.
in May, in the year of our Lord eighteen hun June next, at ten of the clock in the fore
dred and thirty-five, by the Hon. WM. A. noon, and shew cause, if any they have, why
STRAY COW.
HAYES, Judge of said Court :
the said instrument should not be proved, ap
AME into the enclosu re of
HOMAS SAVAGE, guardian of Betsey proved and allowed, as the last will and testa
riber has taken a
the subscriber, on Mpnisam Factory, where he intend»
Moore, a spendthrift, of York, in said ment of the said deceased.
day evening last, 4th inst., a red
county, having presented his account of guar
Attest, Wm. Cutter ALtEN, Register.
J^^K^Cow. The owner can have
i HARNESS BUSINESS,
dianship of his said ward for allowance :
A true copy—Attest,
her by paying property and paymg charges,
ORDERED—That the said guardian give
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
tranches. He respectfully softBear.
on application to
JACOB 1OWNE»
notice,to all persons interested, by causing a
May 9.
of Kangaroos.
The Zebra,
Kennebunk, May 8,1835.
copy of this order to be published three
weeks successively, in the Kennebunk Ga
A. M. BRYANT.
MEDICAL NOTICE.
zette, printed at Kennebunk, in said county,
, May 9,1835.
!
that they may appear at a Probate Court to
HE members of the York County Medi
held at Saco, in said county, on the first Mon
ERN CHEESE, Ac.
cal Society are hereby notified, that MMES tf ISMMC LOKI) era! gentlemen of ths band mounted on the sad' ’ . ...,P J|PDhant will also during the hours of perform»
day in June next, at ten of the clock in the
their
next meeting will be held on the 13th AVE just received a fresh supply of
Fresh Figs & Raisins,
forenoon,; and shew cause, if any they have, day of May next, at 10 o’clock, A. M. pre
NEW GOODS, suitable for the
MILLER & HALK
why the said account should not be allowed. cisely, at the house of Jonathan Stone, in
present and approaching season, all of which
Atteat, Wm. Cutter Alles, Register.
will be sold on the very lowest terms for
Kennebunk.
A true copy—Attest,
Cash ot Produce*
J.
S.
FARNUM,
Secretary.
Wm. Cotter Allen, Register.
Kenpebunk, May % 1835.
MILLER & HALE

SSHGOODS-

PROBATE NOTICES.

MENAGERIE AND AVIARY,

O

ZOOLOGICAL INSTITUTE

H

M

TICKETS OF ADMISSION 25 CENTS.

O

O

O

R

O

LION, LIONESS,

“ RISING SUN.

O

O

NEW HAT STORE

T

N

J

T

FRESHftOOPS*

T

May ,9.

Alfj^, April 32,1335.

H

I

JOSEPH CURTIS

|

NOTICE.

NATURE’S GRAND RESTORATIVE,
'tlTAS just received and offers for sale (at
HIS Vegetable Medicine stands unrival
-ÖL the store formerly occupied by Col. OifEj the subscribers, having been appointled for the following complaints, viz :
* * ed by the Hon. William A. Hayes,
A. F. Symonds,) a good assortment of
Hayei
For the Gazette & Palladium.
—Dyspepsia or Indigestion ; Diseased Liver ;
DRY GOODS, GROCERIES, I“d?L°r Proba<e of Wills, &c.,withinand Bilious Disorders; Jaundice ; Dropsy ; Asth
>»
f°l the County of York, to receive and ex- ma ; Costixeness ; Bilious ChpUc ; for Worms;
THE LITTLE ANGLER.
? «arJLo/s&f® $
amine the claims of creditors to the estate of Pains in the Side, Stomach, and Breast; Loss
Not a sound was heard-save the deep, moaning lay,
■
WARE;
. joshua
Johnson
Of the rippling stream as it danced on its way ;
JOSHUA
JOHNSON,
qfAppetite i Colds and Coughs; Hoarseness;
While the sparkling tints of the sun swiftly flew,
Old Sable, Swedes, English & Sheet IRON ; late of York, in said county, yeoman, de Shortness
qf Breath; Nervous Com
To gild its broad surface with unequall’d hue.
Nail and Spike Rods ;
plaints,
ceased,
represented
insolvent,
do
hereby
give
On its smooth, sylvan batiks, near the waters side,
Plough Plate ; Hoop Iron ;
A lovely young being is oft seep to glide ;
This medicine is of a warming, cheering
notice, that six months are allowed to said
Swedes,-Tub and Cast STEEL ;
And now at a distance, though rough be the way,
creditors to bring in and prove their claims, and invigorating nature ; whereas, it is well
He leaps o’er the hillocks all blithesome and gay ;
Nails, &c. &c, &£. &c.
and that we shall attend that service, at the known many other cathartics have directly
His youngehbek is fltlshed with beauty’s bright dye,
Also,—A good assortment of
Office of Charles O. Emerson, Esq. in said an opposite tendency; and it has a most pow
W hile pleasure is dancing in his beaming eye. s
Now nearer he draws to the broad, shining strand,
Paints, Oils & »ye Stuffs.
York, on the last Saturday of April inst. and erful influence, exceeded by no other medi
HE only specific ever offered to the
His pole firmly clasped in his liny hand ;
on the last Saturdays of the five following cine, in removing Nervous complaints. It is
Wells,
(Corner,)
April
25,
1835.
Hd hastfeS to the spot where the circling waves prove
public from which a permanent anf
pleasant
to
take,
and
in
its
operation
so
much
months,
from
two
to
four
o
’
clock,
P.
M.
The thoughtless young fish most merrily move ;
so, that it may be administered to th« tender radical cure may be obtained of that disa.
Dated at York, the 9th day of ?
He plunges his line in the white crested wreath,
WARD
’
S
infant with safety.
Intent on the fearless fry frisking beneath.
'
April, A. D. 1835.
C
greeable pain the Tooth-ache, with all ¡ls
VEGETABLE HAIR OIL.
They dream not of danger— but leap to secure
JOSEPH 8. CLARK,
CERTIFICATES.
attendant evils ; such as fracturing the Ja*
The artful hook hid’neath the bright, shining lure ;
<N all ages of the world a beautiful head of
JOSEPH P. JUNKINS.
Portsmouth, N. H. Au«. 19,1833.
in extracting the Teeth, which often prove}
And one more alert than the whole finny-race
*
A
hair
has
been
considered
the
greatest
or

Dr. Charles Holman,—About three years naoTe painful than the Tooth-ache itself, aaj
Is ever the foremost \n this giddy chase
’
nament ever bestowed by nature upon the
He hastily seizes the treacherous coy.
since, I was induced to try a bottle of your cold passing from the decayed Teeth to^
human frame, and indispensably necessary to
But sorrowing finds the illusive toy ;
Nature’s Grand Restorative, for a complaint at
Reluctant he’s dragged, all welt’ring with gore,
the perfection of personal beauty. It is a very
HpHIS beautiful and thor- the stomach, to which 1 had been subject Jaw, thence to the head, producing a rhea,
J’o struggle and die, on the much dreaded shore;
general complaint of young persons, that their
hred young Blood (probably occasioned by an obstruction of malic affection, with many other unpleag.
Horse, is of an elegant dark some of the unimportant organs.) I found ant effects, such as a disagreeable breath
’Tis thus with Youth—Long, long, ere they will learn hair is falling off or becoming dry and un
The ’luring bait of Folly to discern,
healthy ; this may be owing to the applica
Chesnut color, with a star, great relief from the use of it, and ever since bad taste in the mouth, &c. ; all of whid;
And oft the fatal mirage glitt’ring spray,
tion of improper and injurious oils, or to the black main, tail and legs, both hind feet par have kept it in my house as a family medi are produced from foul or decayed Teeth.
VV ill urge them onward in the mazy way,
entire neglect of the hair. Without proper tially white below the pastern joints. He cine its beneficial effects have been experi
’1 ill lost, bewilder’d, then, too late, they find
I am happy to have it in my power tool,
attention, diseases of the hair wiU arise, which was 6 years old tn June last ; 15 hands high ; enced by several members of my family. Re
The fatal quicksand and the simoon wind.
fertothe world a remedy that will notonlj
If Folly’s path pursu'd,will lead to woe,
are often found to occasion thinness, fall with a great share of bone and muscle. His spectfully your Ob*t. Svt.
Oh thoughtless youth ! its pleasures then forego—
remove the pain nine times out of ten,i|
ing off*, and frequently total baldness. For Grandsire was the unrivalled horse Amkrican
WILLIAM WALKER.
Its golden beams to you so fraught with joy,
these evils and the necessary inconveniences Eclipse, that was sold the last season, at the
properly applied, but preserve the teeth
Will prove at last commingled with alloy;
I,
the
subscriber,
of
Portsmouth,
N.
H.
do
attending them, Ward’s Vegetable Hair Oil age of 20 years, for $10,000, and now stands -irebv eertifw that rrtv knh was nflRtetorl witl. from further decay, and arrest the diseasein
Its paths of flow’rets hastily avoid,
my son was afflicted with
And seek repose in virtue and in God,
will be found in all cases a sure remedy. Be in Dinwiddie County, Virginia, for the use of hereby certify
such as are decaying and have not commen.
fore offering this Oil to the public it had been mares, at $100 the season. His Dam by the the scrofulous humor, for two years, and I ced aching, restoring them to health and
have
in
the
same
time
used
many
medicines
tried in hundreds of cases of baldness, thin celebrated Moroan Hohbh. She would trot
TEMPERANCE DEPARTMENT.
usefulness.
ness and falling off of the hair and in every a mile in two minutes and forty five seconds, recommended for said complaint with the ad
dition of six bottles of Swain’s Panacea and
NEW-YORK CITY, SEPT. 15, 1832,
instance
its
salutary
effectshave
been
realized
find
fifteen
miles
an
hour,
with
ease
;
and
is
From the Temperance Intelligencer.
all to no effect until I was induced to call on
to admiration. It has never failed to produce now valued high for a brood mare.
The
undersigned,
in his practice as a Den.
Dr. Charles Holman, who recommended his
a new and beautiful growth on heads already
FACTS,
tai Surgeon, having extensively userf,for
L
O
D
CABOT
Nature
’
s
Grand
Restorative
and
after
using
For the careful consideration of dll who have bald, and to check that falling off which so Will be at Mr. Gordon’s Stable in Saco, the one bottle only my son was restored to per the cure of the tooth-ache, Thomas White’:
often occurs. In cases where it becomes dry
any thing at stake in the community.
present Season, ready to wait upon visitors, fect health. I therefore conceive it a duty I Vegetable Tooth-ache Drops, and with de.
The whole number of paupers, in all the .and ceases to grow, this Oil will very soon at the usual low price of Seven Dollars, bwe to the public to recommend this medi cided success, he can recommend them
county-poor-houses in the state of New York, render it healthy and produce a rapid and to .insure a foal. All Mares disposed of with cine for the above complaint and likewise for
when genuine, as superior to any other rem.
in the year 1833, wàs, according to Chipman’s beautiful growth, without the least injury to in a year, will be charged as with foal. 1
costiveness and generally as the best family edy now before the public, and can say that
the most delicate head ; nor does any falling
Report, 32,693 : viz.
medicihe. Portsmouth, Aug. 1833.
HENRY RHODES, Groom.
these Drops receive the unqualified approoff follow after using it. That loss of hair
Not from Intemperance,
6,252
Saco, March, 1835.
JOSIAH WEBSTER.
which so often takes place after sickness may
Doubtful,
3,215
bation of the Medical faculty at large.
This
may
certify
that
my
wife
had
been
for
be easily prevented by using this celebrated
We the undersigned having known Lord several years afflicted with a cough occasion
From Intemperance,
23,226
JONATHAN DOGE,
Add one-half of the doubtful to the intem Oil. In short no Oil has ever been offered Cabot, from a colt, do without hesitation pro ally, and had a seated hard One, for two or
No. 5, Chamber st,
perate, which I think can be done with safe to the public that gives such universal satis nounce him a first rate, thorough bred horse, three months, so that she qould not rest day
faction
and
stands
the
test
of
experience
like
Messrs. Crosby & Co. GeaM-Aftet
and well deserving the patronage of the pub or night, she obtained some relief from medi
ty, and not exaggerate,’would then be, in
lic.
Rufus Banks,
temperate, 24,832, and add the other half to Ward’s Vegetable Hail Oil.
much delay, I have had White’s Tooth,
cine
prescribed
by
an
able
Physician,
yet
she
For sale by
JOHN LILLIE.
the temperate, would be 7,861 ; nearly fourStephen Littlefied,
was apparently rapidly going into a consump ache Drops tested which you had the goodKennebunk, April 25,1835.
fifths intemperate.
Jere. Millikin.
tion.
While is this state I heard of Holman’s ness to give me when at your place. The
April 4.
The whole number of criminals in the jails
4m.
Nature’s Grand Restorative, purchased one delay has been, perhaps, in part for want
in the year 1833, was 9,849, viz :—Not from
bottle ; she began to be relieved, within a day of confidence in patent medicines generally,
NOTICE.
intemperance 1,785 ; doubtful 1,095 ; intem
or two from taking this, and in two weeks and partly by having no occasion in my
HE subscribers, having contracted with
perate 6,969 ; of which add one-half of the
her cough was entirely cured, aiid for seven own family. I am happy in saying that!
the town of Kennebunk-port, to sup
doubtful to the temperate, would be 2,333,
WILLI.tJII
JLOHJD
months since she has enjoyed better health
port the Poor of said town the present year,
and the other half to the intemperate, would
TITAS just received his supply of Spring than she has for a number of years before, have given it to 8 or 10 of my friends, and
be 7,516 ; nearly three-fourths intemperate. hereby give notice that they have made the XT. and Summer Goods, consisting of a with no return of her cough. Not one whole in every case it gave relief ; and I do not
The whole amount of tax for the year 1833, necessary provisions for their support. They general assortment of English, French, Do bottle was used. Rochester, May 23, 1833. know of but one case which bad a second
therefore forbid all persons harboring or trust mestic and West India Goods, all of which
was $1,188,852.
GERSHOM HORN. application, and that was one of a person
The amount total expended for support of ing any of the paupers of said town, as they are offered for sale on the most reasonable
VEGETABLE POWDERS.
over 70 years of age.
are determined to pay no bill for their sup terms.
poor, was $580,568, 4-5ths of which is
THESE Powders are a most valuable
Yours very Respectfully,
JOHN HUTCHINS, 3d.,
Kennebunk, April 10,1835.
m
$464,454 port.
composition for young or old, male of female.
PARLEY GODDARD.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
The amount total expended for
They are usefiil and safe for violent colds, fe
Kennebunk-port, April 21,1835.
Worcester, Jan. 8, 1834.
crime, &c. was $361,410, 3-4ths of
vers,
foul
stomach,
head-ache,
jaundice,
pain
which is
278,557
in the stomach and bowels, dysentary, cholic,
Sold wholesale and retail by JOHN
NGLISH & Swedes Iron for Tire, from loss of appetite, cold hands and feet, palpi
SWS>
For intemperance alone,
$743,011
U to 3 inches wide, also 6 inch Tire tation of the heart, rheumatism, female com LILLIE, Kennebunk; Nathan Kendall,
Alfred; Wm. C. Stimpson, & Co. No. 134,
Leaving only $236,874 for other civil ex
for. wide Wheels, for sale by
plaints, caused by colds, and all kinds of hu South Side, Faneuil Hall; Rogers, & Co,
D. REMICH
penses for counties and state.
MILLER & HALL.
mors.
AS just received bis Spring assortment of
The amount of Mr. Chipman’s investiga
Kepnebunk, April 10, 1835.
No. 78 and 79, Commercial Street ; S. N,
HOLMAN’S BONE OINTMENT.
tion will show the following facts, viz.
Brewer, & Brothers, No. 90 and92, fKashGARDEN & FLOWER SEEDS,
HpHIS
Ointment
stands
at
the
head
of
all
DiSCOURSE
on
the
Atonemept,
deliv

The money expended for necessary county from the New England Seed Store, Boston,
ington St. ; Maynard & Noyes, No. 13,
A
remedies
for
the
following
diseases
ered
at
the
ordination
of
the
Rev.
Amos
and state purposes, was
$236,874
which human nature is heir to, viz. ‘.r-Rheu- Cornhill, Boston.
D. Wheeler, over the first Church and Parish
To support honest and sober poor, 116,114 warranted of the growth of 1834:
at Standish, Maine, Jan. 14th, .1835, by An mutism, both Chronic and inflammatory—
—AMONG WHICH ARE THE FOLLOWING—
For criminals not intemperate,
92,853
Early Washington Peas.
drew P. Peabody, Pastor of the South Church Gout—Sprains—Bruises, and contracted Ten O^TO THOSE AFFLICTED WITH
Long Blood Beet.
dons of long standing.
and Society, Portsmouth, N. H.
m Total
$455,841
CORNS.
Early Turnip do. do.
It discusses all tumors—renders stiff joints TITHE celebrated
For sale by
D. REMICH.
To support the consequences of al
ALBION CORN
Mangel Wurtzel do.
April
11.
limber
by
producing
a
healthy
muscular
ac

coholic poison,
743011
French Sugar do.
JPLASTER affords instant relief,
tion.
Early York Cabbage.
Early Dutch do.
It assuages pains in Boils and Abseses. Noth and at the same time dissolves and draws
Whole amount of tax for 1833, $1,188,862
Green Globe’Savoy do.
ing equals it in swelled and inflamed Breasts the Corn out by the roots, without the least
Sir—These facts need no comment. Suf
Large Late Drumhead do.
ITCH OINTMENT. in females if applied in its,early stage, pre pain.
fice it to say, let those who have no conscien
Red Dutch do. (for pickling.)
[Price reduced to 25 cents.]
vents suppuration or matter forming, and
Certificate.— “ To those afflicted with
Long Orange Carrot.
ces that feel for suffering humanity—those
Which cures in Less than one hour’s appli gives in all cases immediate ease from pain. Corns on their feet, I do certify, that I have
Early Horn do.
who disregard their own eternal interest, as
cation. See directions.
Early Dutch Cauliflower.
Certificates of this fact could be given if ne used the Albion Corn Plaster, with com.
well as that of their fellow creatures—those
White Celery.
HE character of this celebrated Oint cessary.
whose ears are deaf to the cries of the (worse
Curled Cress.
‘
ment stands unrivalled for being a safe,
This remedy is offered to the public with plete success. Before I had used one boi,
than) orphans and widows, brought to be
Long Green Prick ly Cucumber.
speedy and certain cure for that loathsome
the full assurance that it far excels the opo it completely cured a Corn which had
Early* Frame do.
such by their vile traffic—let those whose
disease called the Itch—and for all kinds of deldocs and liniments of the present day, for troubled me for many years. 1 make this
Early Green Cluster do.
pockets are their God, examine this report,
Early Curled Silesia Lettuce.
pimples on the skin. It is also a valuable ar the above diseases.—A trial is only wanted public for the benefit of those afflicted with'
and if moral duty will not constrain them to
Imperial Head do.
ticle for the Salt Rheum and Chilblains.
to give it the decided preference to every that painful complaint.
WM. SHAW.
act virtuously, self interest may.
Pine Apple Melon.
The well known JAUNDICE BITTERS, thing else. Many physicians of eminence
Flushing, L. 1. Feb. 28.
Large-Cantaleupe do.
Yours, with sentiments of high respect,
which are so eminently useful for removing have used this ointment and extol its merits.
Large Round Water do.
Price 50 cents a box.
I
M. V. WHEELER.
Long Carolina do. do.
all Jaundicq and Billious complaints.
Esopus, Jan. 26,1835.
CERTIFICATE.
Silver Skin Onion.
Afresh supply is just received, and for sale bu
I the undersigned certify that my daugh?
Dk. RELFE’S AROMATIC PILLS, I
Large Deep Red do.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk,
White Portugal do.
ter aged 7 years was violently, attacked with
ENOCH GOODALE, Saco.
S’OK FEMAI.ES I
Double Curled Parsley.
a pain in her knee, which caused the muscles
O be sold at Public Auction, on Satur
Wholesale by W. C. M1TCHELL, Portland,
Large Dutch Parsnip.
to
contract
so
as
to
draw
the
leg
under
her
fTl
HEY
purify the blood, quicken its cirand Henshaw & Co. Delano & Whitney, Hastinr»,
Squash Pepper.
day, the 23d day of May inst. at two o’
Marsh & Go. W. C; Stimpson, Low and Reed, J. P* similar to a person kneeling—we became a- A
eolation, assist the suspended opera
clock, P. M., at the dwelling-house ofOliver Early Scarlet Short top Radish.
Halt and others, Druggis&sih Boston, and all orders to larmed for her fate—were recommended to tions of nature, and are a general remedy
Long Salmon do.
Perkins, in Kennebunk, 64 Acres of Land,
be addressed to Jesse Daniell, & Co. Dedham, Mast. try “ Holman’s Bone Ointment,” it was im
Scarlet Turnip Rooted do.
called the AlewiveLot, adjoining land of Jo
for the prevailing complaints among the
Sage.
mediately procured and appiied,r-&nd to my
seph Waterhouse, Clement Noble and others.
Summer Savory.
GRASS SEED.
astonishment, speedy relief was obtained, and female part of society. The pills are par
Early Bush Scallop Summer Squash.
There is a considerable growth of pine and
PRIME
lot
of
Eastern
Grass
Seed,
Clo

in a very short time the muscles were so re ticularly efficacious in the Green Sickness,
Early
Long
Warted
do.
hard wood on the premises. About 18 acres
Canada Crook-neck do.
ver,
Herds
Grass
and
Red
Top
for
sale
laxed that the limb became perfectly re Palpitation of the heart, Giddiness, Short
is cleared land, and is fine land for tillage and
Long Winter Crook-neck do.
Breath, Sinking of the Spirits, Dejection
by
MILLER & HALL. stored.—1829.
mowing. The whole will be sold in one lot
Early White Dutch Turnip.
April 9,1835.
and disinclination to exercise and society. I.
ROBERT GURNEY.
White Flat W inter do.
or will be sold in small lots to accommodate
Pojtsmouth^ N. H. 1831.
Swedish or Ruta Baga do.
Married ladies will find the Pills equally
purchasers. Conditions of sale will be made
jAJILL SAWS AND GRINDSTONES
Vegetable Elixir, or Rheumatic Drops.
useful,
except in cases of pregnancy, whin
known on the day of sale—unless it is sold A large quantity of Ornamental Flower 1VA
just received and for sale by
Seeds.
HIS ELIXIR is useful in all cases of they must npt be taken ; neither must they
previously, at private sale.
WILLIAM
LORD.
Kennebunk,
March
20,1835.
pain if taken inwardly or applied ex be taken by persons of hectic or consump
ALEXANDER WARREN, Auctioneer.
Kennebunk, April 11.
ternally.
Kennebunk, May 2, 1835.
"
NOTICE.
In cases of common head-ache, bathe the tive habits. Price $l,50 cefits a box.
PALM LEAF HATS.
head and snuff it up the nose ; it will gener
Red Top Seed.
HE subscriber having contracted with
ALSO—THE CELEBRATED
UST received and for sale, a quantity of
the town of Kennebunk, to support the ^LMTILLIAM LORD has just received a ally relieve in a few minutes. Hold some in
large assortment of Summer Hats, the mouth for the tooth-ache, then wet cot CAMBRIAN TOOTH-ACHE PILLS,
| poor of said town for one year, hereby gives
Red Top Seed.
WM. LORD.
May 1,1835.
ton-wool and put it on the tooth ; it will gen Which give immediate relief, without the
notice that he has made suitable provision which are offered for sale cheap.
Kennebunk, April 24, 1835.
erally relieve in a short time.
for them at the Alms-House, and hereby
least injury tp the teeth. On trial this will
When the joints are swelled or pained with be found one of the best remedies known for
foibids all persons harboring or trusting any
AND PAPER, of excellent quality, for Rheumatism, nibbing them with this elixir
of the Paupers of said town on my account,
this complaint. Price 50 cents a box.
sale by
>D. REMICH.
will relieve the pain and bring down the
LOVER, HERDS GRASS & Red Top, 01 on account of the town, as I shall pay no
April
25.
bill
for
their
support.
Q^None are genuine unless signed on
swelling. When a joint is strained, by bathing
Eastern Seed, for sale by
it with this Elixir the pain will be removed, the outside printed wra pper by t he sole Pro~~LEAR PORK for sale by ~
JAMES & ISAAC LORD.
JAMES WARREN.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1835.
the swelling taken down, and the strength prietor,T. Kidder, immediate success
Kennebunk, May 2, 1835.
WM. LORD.
restored.
April 23,1835.
to the late Dr. W. T. Conway. For sale,
People troubled with weakness and pain in
Copartnership Dissolved.
their backs, may be cured by bathing With at his Counting Room, over No. 99, Court
street, near Concert Hall, Boston, and also
OR sale by the subscriber, Manure Forks ■
HE Copartnership heretofore existing
FEATHERS.
this Elixir two or three times a day.
OR sale by
& Stetson’s Hoes.
WM. LORD
under the firm of J. G. Perkins & Co.
In cases of pain in the stomach or bowels, by his special appointment, by
MILLER & HALL.
is by mutual consent this day dissolved. All May 1,1835.
JOHN LILLIE, Kennebunk.
by taking from half to a whole table spoonful
April 14,1835.
persons having business with the firm unset
or by bathing the parts affected, the pain will
SAMVEL POPE, Kennebunk-port.
tled, or demands against it, are requested to
soon be removed.
J
JAMES
&
ISAAC
LORD.
call upon J. G. Perkins, or Silas Perkins, and
FISH FORSALE.
Vegetable Bitters.
Kennebunk, May 2,1835.
settle the same without delay.
OR sale by the subscriber, about thirty
This preparation is calculated to correct
/ANE half of a two story dwelquintals good Cod Fish. For further the bile and create an appetite, by restoring
J. G. PERKINS.
V-F ling-house, with good out
TAKE NOTICE.
particulars enquire of
SILAS PERKINS.
the digestive powers ; and may be freely used
FJlHE subscriber, having contracted with
buildings and garden, convenient
Kennebunk-port, April 27, 1835.
CHARLES GOODWIN.
both as a restorative and to prevent disease.
n^e overseers of the poor of the town
for a family, in a central part of
Kennebunk-port, March 20,1835.
(C^The above medicines are prepared the town.
of Wells, to support all the paupers belong
FLOUR,
and for sale by CHARLES HOLMAN, PenAlso, A store, withiç a few rods of the
LOT of Baltimore Howard Street Flour, ing to said town, for the term of one year from
hallowsstreet, Portsmouth, N. H. where may same. For farther particulars enquire ol
for sale by
’
date hereof, and having made provision for
that purpose, hereby forbids all persons har
UST received, a general assortment of be found a general assortment of vegetable
WILLIAM W.W1SE.
„
, ,J£.ME„S & ISAAC LORD.
boring or supporting any of said paupers on
Kennebunk, May 2, 1835.
Kennebunk, April 11,1835.
NEW GOODS, which will be sold on medicines, and also by the following gen
tlemen At Kennebunk, by John Lillie ;
his account.
reasonable terms.
at Wells, by Joseph Wilson ; at Great Falls,
ISAAC FURBISH.
WEW GOODsT"------w ii ta
JAMES HOBBS.
I7?O.V.
Wells, Dec. 16,1834.
by Timothy Walcott, (General Ag&nt^ Ste
Kennebunk, April 11.
WEDES and English Iron suitable ft?
phen Wingate and R. Bradford ; Dover* J.
wheel tire, for sale by the subscriber.
1J> Wheeler and Asa A. Tufts; Portland,
LIAS just received a fresh supply of
WM. LORD.
David Griffith.
JO. SPRING & SUMMER GOODS,
F last year’s growth, put up by the ShaApril 11,1835.
which he offers low for cash or country pro
All directions signed in the hand v?ri?
kers, for sale by
QUANTITY of Baltimore Howard ting of the proprietor.
MILLER & HALL.
street Flour, for sale by WM. LORD.
Kennebunk, April 24,1835.
CHARLES HOLMAN.
Apriiia
MILLER & HALL
Kennebunk* April 10.
January 1,1835.
eowly*
April 9,1836.
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WH U it is highly irr
Spent e ours, that the Na
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opinid
wishes of th'
Stale |n regard to the j
the N Lionai Administrate
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cent j ipular elections in
and n bsures of the Nation
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people |and by them unequ
and ti imphantly sustained,
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Admi st«ration in relation th
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the S( jte of the United St
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Presic it of the Senate, ar
tors m Representatives i
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